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Setp 1. Lay the two curved ladder rails on a clear area. Step should be angled toward
front of ladder as shown. Insert one ladder step through the bottom leg of each
ladder rail. Slide the step up until it matches the top set of holes
.
Step 2. Then insert the M6x40 bolts through the ladder step and ladder rail and place the nut 1n
the backside of the ladder step. Tighten the bolt firmly with a Phillips screwdriver.
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Setp 5. Now that the steps of the ladder are assembled, the final step is to insert the lower
frame base onto the ladder rails. Match up the bolt holes and insert the M6x33 bolt with
a washer on the backside of rails. Secure with a M6 nut.
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Setp 3 and Step 4. Repeat steps 1 and Step 2 to assemble the second ladder step.

Open Safety Latch
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The Versatile Trampoline Pro 2 step
ladder with unique safety latch allows
you to store the ladder underneath the
trampoline minimizing risk and injury
when not in use. Keep it fun, keep it safe.
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CARE AND MAINTENANCE
If your ladder becomes dirty, spray with
• water to clean · Do not allow use of the I dd
.
Check all hardware before each use. Tighten any bolts and nuts that h
b
a er until completely dry
safety latch is secure before allowing use of the trampoline ladder. If ~~en ecome loose and make sure ·
your trampoline ladder away until It can be fixed.
Y
otice any broken parts, put
The trampolne ladder has a user weight limit of 275 lbs and will acco mmodate any tra mpo 1·me frame up to 3".
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Safety Latch Feature
The upgraded Trampoline Pro 2 step ladder includes a safety latch to secure the ladder
for more stability and safety entering and exiting the t rampoline. Additionally, the ladder
can be stored underneath the trampoline. This versatility allows more open space
around the trampoline which can prevent unwanted injuries when not in use.
1. For ladder use, simply open safety latch and hook both sides of ladder over
trampoline rail. Now swing latch and securely snap around ladder rail on both sides.
2. To store ladder underneath trampoline, swing open safety latch and position the
ladder underneath trampoline and secure safety latch again on ladder rails
(step #8 illustration).
The Trampoline Pro 2 step ladder w ith unique and useful safety latch will provide
greater comfort and security to many fun -filled trampoline activities. Focused on
customer care, we added this feature to improve safety and security while giving you the
flexibility of more valuable space around the trampoline.
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DESCRIPTION
Curved Ladder Rails
Ladder Step
M6X40mm Longer Bolt
M6X33mm Shorter Bolt
M6 Washer
M6 Nut
Lower Frame Base
Safety Latch

